For over two decades, Traveling Coaches has successfully navigated change related to technology products, processes, people, and policies for over 1,000 law firms and corporate legal departments, including the UK Magic Circle and 85 of the Am Law 100.

Our comprehensive change management approach ensures accelerated user adoption and maximum return on your investment in NetDocuments.

The first and most experienced NetDocuments certified training partner, Traveling Coaches can tailor plans to fit your needs in the following areas:

- Communications & Change Management
- Training & Support
- User Adoption Materials
COMMUNICATIONS & CHANGE MANAGEMENT
We focus on the most important element of DMS migrations, the people side of change. Our tried and true change management methodology turns passive observers into active participants and vocal supporters of change. Change can be a good thing! We’ll help your people see it that way, too.

TRAINING & SUPPORT
Without rapid user adoption of this new document management system, you put your considerable investment at risk. Traveling Coaches is the industry expert — hands down. We are skilled at crafting engaging learning events customized to meet the unique needs of each audience. Our methods are proven, and our instructors are the best in the industry!

USER ADOPTION MATERIALS
We provide a collection of User Adoption Materials representative of Traveling Coaches’ best practices for rapid and complete user adoption of NetDocuments, including project communications, marketing, published e-learning, and classroom and floor support tools.

“We had a fantastic experience with Traveling Coaches on our NetDocuments project! They provided the user adoption consulting, IT support staff preparation, user training and floor support, project management, and user adoption materials necessary for rapid adoption of NetDocuments. Their role in this project was invaluable.”
— Sherri Thom, IT Director at Stewart McKelvey

“Traveling Coaches has a tremendous amount of respect for a firm’s culture. They are always listening. They’re skilled, have a depth of experience, and understand the nuanced differences between NetDocuments and other platforms.”
— Judi Flournoy, CIO at Kelley Drye

“Traveling Coaches has a successful track record of working inside the legal sector, delivering effective training and change management within a law firm. With their depth of experience in implementing document management systems, and NetDocuments specifically, they were a natural choice for us.”
— Ash Banerjee, Global CIO & Chief Administration Officer – Americas at Hogan Lovells